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In this paper, a hybrid technique for user activities outliers detection is introduced. The hybrid technique con-
sists of a two-stage integration of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems (FRBS).
In the first stage, the Hamming distance is used to measure the differences between different activities. PCA is then
applied to the distance measures to find two indices of Hotelling’s T 2 and Squared Prediction Error. In the second
stage of the process, the calculated indices are provided as inputs to the FRBSs to model them heuristically. The
model is used to identify the outliers and classify them. The proposed system is tested in real home environments,
equipped with appropriate sensory devices, to identify outliers in the activities of daily living of the user. Three case
studies are reported to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system. The proposed system successfully
identifies the outliers in activities distinguishing between the normal and abnormal behavioural patterns.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To reduce the cost of care for elderly people and especially the elderly suffering from
dementia, Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) is the ultimate solution to help the elderly people
to live in their own home for as long as possible. It is vital to develop a good understanding
of normal behaviour so as to distinguish any abnormalities or outliers, possible trends in
Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and any behavioural changes. The anomaly detection
system should be able to apply limited experience of environmental event history to a rapidly
changing environment, taking into consideration the temporal relationships between the
events. For instance, if the refrigerator door is not opened by the occupant during the day
as he/she normally does, then this behaviour is considered as abnormal and an alarm should
be sent to the carer. Also, if the occupant turns on the bathroom tap and does not turn it off
before going to sleep, then the carer should be informed. If possible, a home controller should
be activated to turn the tap off (Jakkula and Cook, 2011). Therefore, it is very important to
find ways of identifying outliers or anomalies within sensor data representing the behavioural
patterns and show how they affect the data analysis.
Outliers are those data that are distinct from other data points. Outliers or abnormal
behaviour can cause problems in the performance of any system. An outlier detection tech-
nique could help in increasing the accuracy of the data analysis which will result in a better
understanding of the information available from the data (Jain et al., 2006; Jakkula and
Cook, 2010). For example, in a home environment, early detection of any anomalies in the
behaviour of the occupant would lead to further investigation and increased understanding
of the behavioural pattern of the user.
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In this paper, a two-stage user activities outliers detection system is introduced. The pro-
posed user activities outliers detection is comprised of the integration of statistical techniques
namely Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and computational intelligence techniques
namely Fuzzy Rule-Based System (FRBS). This integration will help to produce meaningful
information based on a large set of historical sensory data representing the behavioural
patterns of the occupant. In the first stage of the proposed process, the Hamming distance
(Choi et al., 2010) is used to measure the distances between the activities. PCA is then
applied to the distance measures to find two indices of Hotelling’s T 2 and Squared Prediction
Error. In the second stage of the process, the calculated indices are provided as inputs to
FRBS to model them heuristically.
The proposed system is implemented in home environments equipped with appropriate
sensory devices. The sensory devices produce long sequences of data as binary time series,
indicating presence or absence of the occupant in different areas. The proposed system is
used to identify outliers and then classify how far the outliers are from the remaining normal
data. Three case studies are reported to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system.
An outline of results of this work was presented earlier in (Mahmoud et al., 2012). The
earlier paper has presented the concept of integration briefly. However, this paper formally
defines the integration of PCA and FRBS and elaborates on the consequences of the proposed
idea. This paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents a summary of the related works
on the identification of outliers in a smart home environment. In Section 3, our proposed
outliers detection algorithm is introduced with a brief description of different components in
the algorithm. Our data collection system and some detail of three case studies are explained
in Section 4. The implementation of the proposed algorithm and some pertinent results are
presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. RELATEDWORKS
This section will review related works in two main categories of activity recognition and
anomaly detection.
2.1. Activity Recognition
Human activity recognition is used to model behaviour in an intelligent environment
(smart home) or based on wearable sensors (Lara and Labrador, 2013). The key research
challenge is to find a method or an algorithm that can efficiently recognize and model human
activities behaviour based on the low level sensory data. Most research carried out in this
area deals with behaviour activity recognition using statistical techniques. For example,
Naive Bayesian classifiers are used by Tapia et al. (2004) to classify and detect activities
related to “tape on and forget” sensors. The authors used two types of activity recognition
classifiers: multi-class naive classifier and multiple binary naive classifiers. The first classifier
represents all activities that are needed to recognize while the second classifier represents an
activity to be recognized. The major problem of Bayesian belief networks is the inflexibility
of exact probabilistic inference (Li et al., 2008; Atallah and Yang, 2009; Park et al., 2009;
Yogurtcu et al., 2006). Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is another statistical technique which
is used to model human behaviour (Li et al., 2008). Hidden Markov model is widely used to
identify the activities of a user from sensor data. The main issues when using basic HMM
are the difficulties experienced in processing large sets of sensory data (i.e. temporal data
from different time scales). Also, for each individual activity, the sequence of sensor event
cannot be separated using these models (Li et al., 2008; Singla et al., 2010).
As an alternative to the statistical methods, computational intelligence techniques are
widely used to recognise ADL. For example, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural networks
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are used to identify the movement data collected from a wireless sensor network (Cook and
Tseng, 2006). For instance, Cook (2007) applied different algorithms to recognize the age
categories of data representing walking pattern and to identify the change in volunteer’s
behaviour change. These algorithms are: MLP, decision tree, support vector classifier, Naive
Bayes and Bayesnet. MLP gives the highest accuracy in classifying the categories, although
the size of training and testing data sets is small. Zheng et al. (2008) proposed a special
kind of Self-Organising Map (SOM) for clustering the ADL. The proposed self-adaptive
neural network is called a Growing Self-Organising Map (GSOM). Using GSOM, significant
activity patterns in the data along with unusual data and abnormal behaviour can be revealed
and detected. One major drawback of this approach is that the optimal learning parameters
need to be known a priori such as an initial learning rate and the initial neighbourhood size.
Fuzzy Rule-Based System (FRBS) is also used to model vague or uncertain data in
sensor networks (Manjunatha et al., 2008; Medjahed et al., 2009a). For example, an ADL
recognition system is proposed in (Medjahed et al., 2009b) using fuzzy logic to monitor
the ADL of an occupant to offer him/her a safe, comfortable and appropriate environment.
However, in that research the fuzzy logic was applied only on the simulated data. Also,
in (Akhlaghinia, 2010), a fuzzy predictor model is used to build the prediction model and
then the results are compared with the traditional time series prediction models such as
ARMA, adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system and transductive neuro-fuzzy in-
ference model with weighted normalization. One of the limitations of this work is that the
proposed techniques were not apply to complex and noisy data over a long period of time. In
(Doctor et al., 2005), a fuzzy learning and adaptation approach for agents called an Adaptive
On-line Fuzzy Inference System (AOFIS) is proposed for ubiquitous computing environ-
ments. This approach consists of five phases including: monitoring the users’ behaviour,
capturing the actual data associated with their activities, computing the fuzzy membership
functions from the input/output data, generating the fuzzy rules from the data and the agent
control the learning and adaptation process. Then the intelligent agent has learnt, predicted
and adapted to the needs of the user. However, the experiments were conducted on only five
days in the intelligent Dormitory (iDorm) real environment and the results show that AOFIS
results produce lower error predictions than both adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system and
genetic programming.
2.2. Anomaly Detection
Detecting anomalous behaviour within an occupant’s daily activities is a challenging
task. Anomaly detection, also called outlier detection, has been an important research area
in many application domains. The general definition of anomaly detection is the problem
of finding pattern in data that do not conform to expected behaviour. The non-conforming
patterns are often referred to as anomalies or outliers (Ye et al., 2010). Different statistical
outliers detection techniques including mean, standard deviation and z-score (also known
as standard score) are proposed. For example, the z-score technique is used in (Jain et al.,
2006) to detect outliers in ADL. The results were generated and tested using a volunteer in
an apartment setting. As such data is not distributed normally, mean and standard deviation
are not good measures for detecting outliers. An alternative approach is the box plot which is
a graphical representation approach for examining data sets. For example, box plot is used in
(Das et al., 2010) to identify outliers which are found unusually far from the main body of the
data. The advantages of the box plot are that it can display differences between populations
without making assumptions about the underlying statistical distribution, and the distance
between the parts of the box indicates the degree of spread and skewness in the data set.
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is also used in (Khan et al., 2012) to discover any abnormal
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behavioural patterns based on sensor networks in both indoor and outdoor settings. Three
HMM approaches are used; the first approach is used on the normal activities. The second
approach puts all normal activities into one class and the abnormal activities are discovered
based on a threshold. In the third approach, a HMM is trained on the normal activities while
the abnormal activities are approximated by using the covariances of the data points of the
normal activities. In that work, all the data points from the normal events are used for training
while the abnormal events are used for testing.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are used to distinguish between normal and abnormal
human behaviour patterns from low-level sensors. For example, Illingworth et al. (2006)
demonstrated that abnormalities can be related to the temporal order in which the behavioural
patterns activities happened. In their study, a temporal ANN based embedded agent is pro-
posed. Experiments are conducted on real-time data collected from low level sensors and
actuators. Also, abnormalities in a user’s behavioural patterns are detected when new activi-
ties appear within these patterns.
In (Breunig et al., 2000), a Local Outlier Factor (LOF) is introduced to find outliers in
multidimensional data. It is local since it allocates each object a degree to which an object is
isolated from its surrounding neighbourhood. One limitation of using LOF is how to illustrate
or explain why the identical local outliers are exceptional. For high dimensional data, this is
essential because a local outlier may be outlying only in some, but not in all dimensions.
Anomalous behaviours or outliers are also detected using distance and similarity func-
tions. A considerable amount of literature has been published on similarity or distance
measures including Rawat et al. (2006); Huang (2008) and Yan et al. (2010). These studies
investigated the usage of these measures on a wide range of applications. However, there is
limited reported research so far applying these measures in an intelligent environment appli-
cation, and specifically human behavioural pattern identification. Ye et al. (2010) applied the
T 2 test of Mahalanobis distance to identify the outliers and anomalous events in temporal
data in an intelligent environment. The data set is generated using a kernel smoothing method
to give the results as a one week template. These results can be used to present the daily
activities in intelligent environments. Rashidi et al. (2011) used Levenshtein “edit” distance
to find the similarity between two patterns. The edit distance between two sequences is
the number of edits (insertions, deletions, and substitutions) that are required to convert a
sequence into another sequence. In that work, a new mining technique, called discontinuous
varied-order mining method is also proposed to find the frequent patterns that might be
irregular and inconsistent in the ordering. To group the patterns into activity definitions, a
clustering technique is used in which the cluster centroids corresponds the activities that
are identified and recognized. In a study by Jakkula and Cook (2010), an outlier detection
system is proposed. They used K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithm where Discrete Time
Warping (DTW) is used for distance measures. It has been proved that KNN performs well
to differentiate between normal and abnormal data in intelligent environments. They argue
that DTW is better than the standard distance measures such as Euclidean, Manhattan, and
Chebyshev measures.
In contrast with the reported research in this area, although PCA and FRBS have been
frequently used separately, our combination of PCA and FRBS approach would be useful
to reduce the long series of binary data, identify the outliers and also classify the outliers.
The approach not only classifies outliers or unusual activities but measures the severity of
the outliers. This is important for a medical assistant or caregiver to estimate the progress or
deterioration in these activities and to provide an early warning when an abnormal behaviour
is expected to happen in near future. In addition, in comparison to works such as Cook (2007)
and Medjahed et al. (2009b), which have used relatively small or simulated data generated
from sensor networks, our work can validate and test the proposed approach on data collected
from three real environments.
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FIGURE 1: Architecture of the proposed outliers detection system.
3. USER ACTIVITIES OUTLIERS DETECTION
To be able to identify user activities and eventually detect any anomalies in the be-
haviour, the assumption is that the user is living in an environment equipped with appropri-
ate sensory devices. The information gathered from occupancy sensors (including PIR and
door entry sensors) and electrical appliances would provide basic behavioural information.
Therefore by monitoring the sensor data, important information regarding any irregular
behaviour will be identified. In some other applications, these kinds of patterns are also
called outliers, discordant observations, exceptions, surprises or peculiarities. Amongst all
mentioned terminology, anomalies and outliers are the most frequently used terms within the
context of human behaviour detection (Chandola et al., 2009).
The architecture of the proposed outliers detection system is shown in Figure 1. Compo-
nents of the proposed system to identify the outliers are listed below:
- Collect the sensor data from the environment,
- Calculate the distance matrices for the collected data using a distance measure,
- Conduct the PCA for the distance matrices. The output from the PCA are Hotelling’s T 2
and Square Prediction Error (SPE) indices,
- Calculate confidence limits for both Hotelling’s T 2 and SPE indices,
- Compute the degree of memberships for both Hotelling’s T 2 and SPE indices as the inputs
of Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems. Confidence limits identified in the previous step define the
universe of discourse for the inputs,
- Formulate the rules in the FRBSs and check whether inputs exceed the confidence limits,
- Generate the output values to provide a rank for data point to indicate the membership
degree of the outliers.
The proposed outliers detection system is based on a two-stage process where the first stage
includes a dimensionality reduction of data in which PCA is used. Unlike most machine
learning and data mining techniques, PCA efficiently reduces the high multi-dimensional
data into a new lower dimensional representation. PCA is able to extract useful features
from data sets and help in producing a better visualization of the data. It does this by
transforming the data in a way that shows the maximum variability within the data. The
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second stage includes an outlier or abnormality identification using FRBSs. More details
about the components described above are presented in the following sections.
3.1. Distance Measures
Distance or dissimilarity measures are used to find the degree of differences between two
sets of data. Generally, finding dissimilarities between two vectors mean that both vectors
have changes in their patterns. The values that have common patterns are considered to be
closer to one another than those with different patterns (Huang, 2008).
For example, consider the occupancy sensors data collected from a real environment. It
is usually presented as a long sequence of binary data. If we want to compare or measure the
distance between two sequences, there are many distance measures suggested in the literature
(Huang, 2008; Cha et al., 2005; Erlich et al., 2002; Rawat et al., 2006; Yan et al., 2010).
The most commonly used distance measure between two binary feature vectors is Ham-
ming distance (Choi et al., 2010). Hamming distance can be defined as the number of
mismatching bits between two binary vectors of the same length. Formally, let A and B
be two binary vectors i.e. have the ith feature value either 0 or 1. A and B are representing
two sets of binary data collected for two separate periods of time for the same sensor. The
Hamming distance D between A and B is computed as follows:
D(A,B) = S01 + S10 (1)
where S01 is the number of occurrences of matches with 0 in the first pattern and 1 in the
second pattern at the corresponding positions. S10 is the number of occurrences of matches
with 1 in the first pattern and 0 in the second pattern at the corresponding positions. Distance
measures can be used to find regular behaviour patterns and eventually any deviation from
one day to another. If the result of the distanceD(A,B) is very small, the two binary vectors
are similar. Otherwise, the vectors are dissimilar.
To illustrate the process, Figure 2 shows door opening/closing activities for two different
days (this is the back door in case study discussed in Section 4). In Figure 2-a, on that day
the back door is only opened once (bit state 1) and it is closed most of the time (bit state 0).
In Figure 2-b, on that day the back door is also closed most of the time although it is opened
more than one time. In this case, the Hamming distance is a good choice since it takes into
consideration the mismatching bits only and ignores the matches of the negative state (i.e. 0
bits).
3.2. Dimensionality Reduction
Behavioural information is collected from low level (binary) sensors, which consist
of long series of multi-dimensional data. The dataset is usually sparse and contain many
repeated values. Identifying outliers and abnormality in a high dimensional matrix is a
complex process compared with a low dimensional matrix. The outliers in multi-dimensional
data do not appear by using each individual dimension i.e. they are not identified using a
univariate approach (in this approach outliers are detected when the standardized value of
the data point is large). Therefore, it is better to handle the outliers using a multivariate
approach where outliers are detected considering all features of the multi-dimensional data.
An approach which efficiently reduces the high dimensionality of the data is required for
better visualization and ultimately identification of any outliers or abnormality.
There are many methods that can be employed for dimensionality reduction to analyse
high dimensional data (Han and Kamber, 2006; Cunningham, 2007). These methods can be
generally classified into supervised and unsupervised. The classification is based on whether
the supervision information is used or not. Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) is the most
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(a) Day 1
(b) Day 2
FIGURE 2: A sample of two days of the back door entry point data collected from the
environment in case study I. (a) Day1, (b) Day2.
widely used supervised approach to discriminate and reduce the dimensionality of data. LDA
accomplishes maximum class discrimination through minimizing the “within class” distance
and maximizing the “between class” distance at the same time (Ye and Ji, 2009). On the
other hand, unsupervised reduction methods use class labels to reduce a high dimensional
data where no supervision information is used. PCA is one of the most commonly used
unsupervised dimensionality reduction methods (Mller et al., 2006; Chen and Zhang, 2011).
Dimensionality reduction is performed using linear or non-linear techniques depending
on the type of data. With linear techniques, the data is assumed to lie on or near a linear sub-
space of the high-dimensional space. PCA is a linear technique which maximizes data global
variance by orthogonal projection. Linear techniques cannot process complex non-linear data
efficiently (Liu et al., 2005). Thus, numerous non-linear techniques have been introduced
to solve the difficulties associated with linear techniques. The non-linear techniques can
efficiently deal with complex non-linear high-dimensional data (van der Maaten et al., 2009).
Global non-linear technique is a type of dimensionality reduction that is used to preserve
global properties of the data. Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), Isomap and Kernal PCA
are examples of such non-linear techniques.
MDS are non-linear techniques used to map the high-dimensional data into a low-
dimensional data by keeping the pairwise distances between the data points. It is generally
used for data visualization. One of the disadvantages of MDS, is that it is based on Euclidean
distances and does not consider the distribution of the neighbouring data points (van der
Maaten et al., 2009). Isomap is a non-linear technique used to overcome the problems
of MDS by preserving pairwise geodesic or (curvilinear) distances between data points.
Geodesic distance is the distance between two data points. One of the major problems with
Isomap is its topological instability. This problem is resolved by removing data points which
have many flaws in the shortest path algorithm. In addition to MDS and Isomap, Kernel PCA
is considered an alternative way of traditional linear PCA and metric MDS. It is expressed
using a kernel function. In kernel PCA, the principal eigenvectors of the kernel matrix are
computed instead of the covariance matrix. In this technique, the PCA is applied in kernel
space which gives kernel PCA the ability to be applied on non-linear data. This technique has
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an important limitation that the size of kernel matrix is relative to the square of the number
of instances in the data (van der Maaten et al., 2009; Engel et al., 2012).
In this paper, PCA is used on the high multi-dimensional distance matrix. Comparing
PCA with other data reduction techniques, PCA is capable of processing sparse data ef-
ficiently and is computationally inexpensive (Mller et al., 2006). Also, the mathematical
foundation of PCA is quite uncomplicated compared with LDA and DWT approaches. PCA
is a more appropriate approach than LDA when the data is unlabelled (Cunningham, 2007).
PCA is a linear transformation approach and the interpretation of its Principal Components
(PCs) can be difficult (Cunningham, 2007). To overcome this difficulty, FRBS is used in the
proposed system to summarize data and help in classifying outliers and their severity.
Formally, let us consider X as an input matrix which consists of N observations and M
variables. Standardization such as z-score is normally used when variables are measured in
different units. PCA takes the input matrix and transforms it into eigenvectors and associated
eigenvalues. The first PC contains the data with the highest variance while the second PC
contain the data with the next highest variance and so on for other components. The format
of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are as follows:
Λ =

λ1 0 ... 0
0 λ2 ... 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 ... λM
 (2)
V = [e1, e2, ..., ek] (3)
where λ1, λ2, ..., λk are eigenvectors, e1, e2, ..., ek are eigenvalues and k is the number of
selected PCs. Changes within the data are detected using two statistical index measures
named Hotelling’s T 2 and Square Prediction Error (SPE). When PCs are identified, the T 2
and SPE indices measures are computed. These two statistic measures are briefly described
below.
3.2.1. Hotelling’s T-Squared Statistic. Hotelling’s T-Squared (T 2) measures the squared
norm of the current sample from the centre of the normal data points region (Liu et al., 2005).
In other words, the T 2 index measures the variations in the PCs and it is calculated using the
following expression:
T 2 = XTV Λ−1V TX (4)
or
T 2 =
k∑
i=1
t2i
λ2i
(5)
where ti is the ith element in the vector t = V TX . The limit of T 2 index with a confidence
level α is:
T 2lim =
k(N − 1)
N − k F (k,N − k, α) (6)
where the F (k,N − k, α) corresponds to the probability point on the F-distribution with
(k,N − k) degrees of freedom and confidence level α.
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3.2.2. Square Prediction Error Statistic. The Square Prediction Error (SPE) index mea-
sures the projection of the data points on the residual subspace (Liu et al., 2005). It is
calculated using the following expression:
r = XT −X = XT − VkV Tk X (7)
and
SPE = rT r (8)
The residual matrix r captures the variations in the observation space spanned by the PCs
associated with the M smallest singular values. The sub spaces spanned by X and XT are
called the score space and residual space respectively (Bouhouche et al., 2007). The limit
for SPE index which denotes the upper control limit for SPE index with a confidence level
α = 95% is (Liu et al., 2005):
SPElim = θ1
[
Cah0
√
2θ2
θ1
+ 1 +
θ2h0(h0 − 1)
θ21
] 1
h0
(9)
where θi=
∑m
j=k+1λ
i
j and h0 = 1− 2θ1θ33θ22 .
The above two indices are checked as to whether they exceed their control limits. If both
T 2 and SPE exceed their upper limit, the process is considered as abnormal. Usually, T 2
is more sensitive to the changes or variation in a process over time that leads to move the
process far from normal. T 2 is a measure of the deviation in the model subspace and SPE is
a measure of the deviation in the residual space. SPE is applied to identify when the current
operation deviates from the normal in terms of parameters that are not dominant (Kumar
et al., 2008).
3.3. Fuzzy Rule-Based System
Fuzzy Rule-Based System can efficiently model vague or uncertain sensory data and can
deal with complex data collected from different sensors (Martin et al., 2006). It can report
the user’s activities in terms of linguistic variables instead of the raw or pre-processed sensor
data. In addition, it can give justifications for that report to be more understandable to the
end user of the system.
In the second stage of the proposed outlier detection process, a group of FRBSs is
used to classify and summarize users activities based on the information gathered from
the installed sensors in the environment. To develop the FRBS, initially a fuzzification
process is performed. This is followed by fuzzy rule generation and an inference system.
In the fuzzification stage, the sensor data set is converted from its crisp values into fuzzy
values by assigning the membership degrees of each value in the input and output data set
(Medjahed et al., 2009b). Features extracted from the PCs are used to determine the degree
of membership of each sensor data set. These features are represented by the two error
indices Hotelling’s T 2 and SPE. These indices form the input variables to FRBSs where
the universe of input variables are limited to T 2lim and SPElim as calculated in Equation 6
and Equation 9. The confidence limits for both SPE and Hotelling’s T 2 are computed for
each sensor data set. Hotelling’s T 2 and SPE are labelled on a numerical scale based on
these confidence limits.
For each FRBS, fuzzy rules with the following configuration are used:
Rij : If T
2
j is A˜
i
j and SPEj is B˜
i
jThen outliers rankj is C˜
i
j
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whereRij is the label of i
th rule for the sensor j. T 2j and SPEj are the inputs for the sensor j.
outliersrankj is the output, A˜ij and B˜
i
j (i = 1, 2, ...,m and j = 1, 2, . . . , p) are fuzzy labels
for inputs and C˜ij (i = 1, 2, ..., n) is the label for outputs. p is the number of sensor data set,
m is the number of labels for input Membership Functions (MFs) and n is the number of
labels for output MFs.
The input variables have three fuzzy MFs µ: µ(Low), µ(Medium) and µ(High). They
have different values depending on the type of sensor. The output variable of the FRBS
representing outliers rank is the degree of belief towards the class. Fuzzy sets are defined on
this linguistic variable in a similar way as is done in the case of linguistic variables for the
T 2 and SPE inputs. Five MFs are defined: µ(Extremely Outlier - EO), µ(Slightly Outlier
- SO), µ(Medium - M), µ(More or Less Normal - MN) and µ(Normal - NO). These MFs
are created for each sensor in the environment where the universe of output variable is [0,1].
Figure 3 shows a sample of the membership labels for the inputs and output for one sensor
(this is the back door entry sensor in case study I as explained in Section 4).
For each sensor data, fuzzy rules are built using the values of the two statistical error
indices T 2 and SPE. If both T 2 and SPE measures exceeds their control limits then the
status for the process is abnormal. Otherwise, the status of the process is considered as
normal when both indices are less than their limits (Liu et al., 2005). It is also possible
to reach other options if none of the above are satisfied. Therefore, to reach a decision based
on the values of the indices, a FRBS is used to provide the decision. Nine fuzzy rules with
three membership for each inputs and five membership for each output (m = 3 and n = 5)
for outliers rank identification are defined as shown below:
R1: IF T 2 is µ(High) AND SPE is µ(High) THEN outliers rank is µ(EO)
R2: IF T 2 is µ(High) AND SPE is µ(Medium) THEN outliers rank is µ(SO)
R3: IF T 2 is µ(High) AND SPE is µ(Low) THEN outliers rank is µ(SO)
R4: IF T 2 is µ(Medium) AND SPE is µ(Low) THEN outliers rank is µ(MN)
R5: IF T 2 is µ(Medium) AND SPE is µ(Medium) THEN outliers rank is µ(M)
R6: IF T 2 is µ(Medium) AND SPE is µ(High) THEN outliers rank is µ(SO)
R7: IF T 2 is µ(Low) AND SPE is µ(High) THEN outliers rank is µ(M)
R8: IF T 2 is µ(Low) AND SPE is µ(Medium) THEN outliers rank is µ(MN)
R9: IF T 2 is µ(Low) AND SPE is µ(Low) THEN outliers rank is µ(NO)
The final outliers rank is decided based on the rank of the outliers for each sensor. The
final rank is calculated as:
outliers rank =
p
min
j=1
(outliers rankj) (10)
These fuzzy rules are used to classify outliers and distinguish the normal and abnormal
behaviour patterns. In addition, the severity of outliers are also identified. A schematic
diagram of the FRBSs used for the second stage of the proposed outlier detection system
is illustrated in Figure 4.
4. DATA COLLECTION AND CASE STUDIES
Research and development have mainly focused on the utilisation of different low-key
technological devices which are readily available. Most patients would prefer to use a non-
intrusive technology to help them with their day-to-day activities. For example usage of
surveillance cameras for patient monitoring is not welcomed and in most cases it is ruled
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FIGURE 3: Membership labels for input and output variables for the back door sensor. (a)
SPElim, (b) T 2lim and (c) Outlier rank
out completely (Kenner, 2008). In this study, to test and validate the proposed user activities
outliers detection, real home environments equipped with appropriate sensory devices are
used. Three case studies are used to elaborate on the proposed technique. In these case
studies, each occupant is living alone in different real environments where their movement
activities are different from one to another. More detailed description of these case studies
are presented below. More information about the hardware equipment and data collection
system is available from (Lotfi et al., 2012).
4.1. Case Study I
In this case study, the real data is collected from an environment monitored by a Just
Checking Ltd. monitoring system (JustChecking, 2013). The environment is equipped with
different sensors with a controller which receives data from the sensors and uploads it to a
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FIGURE 4: Fuzzy Inference system with two inputs and one output.
web-server via an integral mobile phone unit. These are front and back door entry sensors
and lounge, kitchen, bedroom and bathroom motion sensors. The collected data from the
occupancy sensors were recorded with a resolution of one second to monitor the daily
behaviour of the occupant. Logged data is time stamped and includes sensor ID and a sensor
name (type). The data was collected for a duration of over one year.
4.2. Case Study II
The data for this case study is collected from another real environment equipped with the
same monitoring system in case Study I for another elderly occupant. For this environment,
two door entry sensors including front door and back door as well as four motion sensors
including kitchen, lounge, upstairs, and bathroom are used. The elderly person was first
prescribed some medication, and her health status got worse. Consequently, she was roaming
around during the early hours of the day, and her behaviour was considered as abnormal.
Then her first medication was replaced by new medication and the patient’s health got better.
In this research, the data collected from this environment is split into two separate groups.
One group represents the data when the health of the elderly got worse and the other group
for the data when the health of the elderly got better.
4.3. Case Study III
The data for this real environment is collected from an elderly occupant living in her
apartment based on a system developed by Akhlaghinia (2010). The apartment is located
in a council complex in Nottingham in the United Kingdom. The elderly person uses a
walker support to help her to move around her apartment where most of her ADLs are
carried out. Four motions sensors covering the lounge, kitchen, bedroom and corridor are
used. Additionally, two door entry sensors were used to monitor the bathroom and the main
entrance doors. A sample of raw data collected from this environment is illustrated in Table 1.
A data acquisition system is installed in the apartment to monitor the occupancy. A wireless
receiver agent is used and put in a safe place in her flat. In addition, there is a base station
to store the collected data from the wireless sensor network. Thus, the collected data from
sensors are transmitted to the base station and logged in a database file using the monitoring
portal on the base station. The data is collected for a couple of weeks to monitor the ADLs
of the elderly person where holidays and weekends are not included.
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5. RESULTS
In this section, the proposed outliers detection system is validated using the case studies
presented earlier. In the beginning of our analysis, the binary distance measure is computed
on the raw data to construct the distance matrix. Binary distance measures are used to
improve the outliers and abnormality identification. A sample of the results obtained for
the Hamming distance for the kitchen occupancy sensor for case study I is shown below:
D(365× 365) =

0 12375 ... 10209 10094
12375 0 ... 13026 13291
9987 15734 ... 14686 14629
. . ... . .
. . ... . .
6664 11561 ... 10191 11620
10209 13026 ... 0 12373
10094 13291 ... 12373 0

where D(i, j) represents the distance between day i : 1, ..., 365 and day j : 1, ..., 365.
i and j are the indices for different days and it should be noted that D(i, i) = 0. It is
almost impossible to visualise and identify normal and abnormal behavioural patterns of the
occupant from this matrix.
To select the important features for the above distance matrix, PCA is applied. The
question is how many PCs should be retained for analysis? There are many ways to choose;
one way is to select only those whose eigenvalue is greater than one. Another way is to
apply Cumulative Percent Variance (CPV) approach. It can be calculated using the following
formula:
CPV (a) =
∑a
i=1 λi
trace(R)
100 (11)
CPV is a measure of the percentage of the variability (CPV (a) > 90%) captured by the
first principal components. A graphical plot, called a scree plot, is also used to choose the
number of PCs. In this graph, all the eigenvalues are plotted in their decreasing order and
the “knee” in the graph is identified. To select the components, count the PCs between the
knee and the high component. The results of the scree plots are shown in Figure 5 based on
the back door entry sensor data. The first two PCs were selected. In this work, scree plot are
used to choose the number of PCs to keep in the model. Only the PCs that have eigenvalues
greater than 1 were selected since component with eigenvalues less than 1 have less variance
than did the original value. Figure 6-a to Figure 6-d show the scatter plots for the first and
Table 1: A sample of raw data collected from the environment in case study III.
Time Stamp Sensor:Value Type
13/05/2012 16:07:12 11:0 Corridor - OFF
13/05/2012 16:07:20 21:160 Main door - Open
13/05/2012 16:07:39 21:0 Main door - Close
13/05/2012 16:07:43 11:160 Corridor - ON
13/05/2012 16:07:45 21:160 Main door - Open
13/05/2012 16:07:45 11:0 Corridor - OFF
13/05/2012 16:07:47 14:255 Lounge - ON
13/05/2012 16:07:48 14:0 Lounge - OFF
13/05/2012 16:07:51 14:255 Lounge - ON
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FIGURE 5: Significant number of components for PCA analysis based on data extracted from
the back door entry sensor for one year.
the second PCs of the binary data collected from the environment for back door, front door,
lounge motion and kitchen motion sensors respectively. In these figures, the text numbers
are the days that activities are carried out. In these figures, the PCs are calculated using
α = 95%.
PCs are used to calculate two indices namely residual SPE and Hotelling’s T 2 mea-
sures. The SPE and Hotelling’s T 2 measures for the back door sensor in case study I is
shown in Figure 7. These measures are used in the second stage of the process to classify
outliers within the data sets. These indices are the inputs to FRBS classifiers with one output
representing the outliers rank. For case study I, the SPE limits are 1.9255, 6.2451, 211.0567
and 20.9023 for back door, front door, lounge and kitchen sensor respectively. The T 2 limit
is 3.8671 for all sensors since the most variations are located on the 1st and 2nd PC and T 2
index limit depends on these two PCs. Based on the granulated fuzzy labels for each sensor
data, fuzzy rules are defined.
By using the fuzzy rules, the outliers and anomalies are identified along with the relative
position of the outliers within the data (outliers rank). In Figure 8-a to Figure 8-d labelled
PCs based on the fuzzy outliers rank are shown for the same results shown in Figure 6-a to
Figure 6-d. It is obvious that the outliers are detected according to their position in the actual
binary data sets. In addition, the most frequent observations (normal group of data) were
selected from similar ADLs carried out during the year. However, a few observations, which
are located far from the normal group of data, represent a set of individual days where ADLs
are unlikely to be carried out (abnormal group). For example, three clear groups of data are
recognized in Figure 8-b, these are: (1) Normal group (in fuzzy label NO and representing by
triangles) represents the set of the days in the year where the back door is not often opened
and closed, (2) Abnormal or outliers group (in fuzzy label EO and representing by squares),
which is located to the left of the graph (i.e. day index 43), represents the data where the
back door remained open for a long time, and (3) More or less normal group (in fuzzy label
MN and representing by circles) represents the set of the days where the door is frequently
opened but for a short time. It can be concluded that the proposed outliers system gives a
visual grouping to the data of similar features and detects outliers and anomalies.
If there are slight outliers and changes or extreme outliers, alarm messages could be sent
to the carer to help the elderly person. Figure 9-a and Figure 10-a show the scatter plots for
the first and the second PCs of the binary data collected from the environment of the bedroom
motion sensor and bathroom door entry sensor of case study III. The corresponding labelled
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(a) Back door
(b) Front door
(c) Lounge
(d) Kitchen
FIGURE 6: Scattered plot for the 1st and 2nd principal components of the data used in case
study I.
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(a) SPE index
(b) Hotelling’s T 2 index
FIGURE 7: Principal component analysis statistic measures for the back door entry sensor
data (a) SPE index, (b) Hotelling’s T 2 index.
PCs based on the fuzzy outliers rank are shown in Figure 9-b and Figure 10-b. As shown in
these figures, no extreme outliers are found in these data sets, there are only slight outliers
(stars) and more or less change in her behaviour (circles). Therefore, an alarm should be sent
to the carer only in the case of slight outliers to check if there is something wrong. More or
less normal case can be considered as quite close to normal case. This case (MN) is used to
distinguish between routine activities and slight change in behavioural activities.
Our experiments were repeated for data collected in case study II. Figure 11-a shows the
scatter plots for the first and the second PCs of the binary data collected from the environment
of the front door entry sensor of case study II. The corresponding labelled PCs based on the
fuzzy outliers rank are shown in Figure 11-b. There is a significant difference between these
two groups. The first group shows the normal data (circles) since their SPE and Hotelling’s
T 2 are less than the confidence limits, while the second group shows the extreme outliers or
anomalies (squares) as their SPE and Hotelling’s T 2 are greater than the confidence limits.
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(a) Back door
(b) Front door
(c) Lounge
(d) Kitchen
FIGURE 8: Scattered plot for the 1st and 2nd principal components of the data used in case
study I with classification. Triangles represent normal, squares represent extreme outliers,
stars represent slight outliers and circles represent more or less normal pattern.
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(a) Without classification
(b) With classification
FIGURE 9: Scattered plot for the 1st and 2nd principal components of the bedroom motion
sensor data used in case study III. Triangles represent normal, squares represent extreme
outliers, stars represent slight outliers and circles represent more or less normal pattern.
The results obtained from this real environment has shown that proposed outliers detection
system can effectively distinguish between the normal and abnormal data.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
In this paper, investigation into the relationships between frequent patterns of user activ-
ities representing the activities of daily living is presented. To tackle the high dimensionality
of the data and to identify the outliers and anomalies of user’s activities, a two stages outlier
detection system integrating PCA and FRBS is proposed. The principal components from
the PCA analysis are used to identify two indices namely the residual SPE and Hotelling’s
T 2. Using these indices, the outliers and abnormal behaviour of an inhabitant are identified
using FRBSs. The proposed system is proven to be able to classify the normal and abnormal
behaviour or outliers. The severity of the outliers is also identified. The relationships between
similar patterns are summarized in a meaningful manner by regularly generating a symbolic
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(a) Without classification
(b) With classification
FIGURE 10: Scattered plot for the 1st and 2nd principal components of the bathroom door
data used in case study III.
report in natural language based on the extracted patterns. The proposed techniques are
evaluated by applying to three real case studies.
For future work, the proposed technique is applied to better describe when and where
the outliers and abnormalities occurred using the start time/end time of an activity and the
location where the activity is happen. In this case, the Hamming distance computed using
the duration of an activity within an hour rather than total hours in a day. The results and
knowledge gained from this research are not limited to the field of intelligent environments
only, and it could also be used in other domains such as wildlife monitoring and traffic
monitoring.
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(a) Without classification
(b) With classification
FIGURE 11: Scattered plot for the 1st and 2nd principal components of the front door data
used in case study II.
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